
Customer Satisfaction survey

December 2nd 2019, 6:32 pm MST



Q1 - Overall, how useful do you find the content we provide in our 
website?   (by content we mean the technical specifications and 
performance of our wheels, Frequently Asked Questions section, our 
blog, our vision, our manufacturing process, our team and 
documentation)



Q2 - What content would you suggest we add to our website?

What content would you suggest we add to our website?

Maybe some more images of wheels in action 

Info around what rim width would be best and why will be much appreciated

A bit more about the athletes you sponsor. 

Race info

More Videos

Maybe make it easier to find rental area?

I don't think anything additional is required, you have obviously spent some time developing the 
content and are still working on adding to it in the technical section with guides etc. Very handy to 
have this information from a buyers perspective, its not all marketing pitch bulls#$t either which is 
nice.

Maybe a recommendation for people that dont know Which hub, width, best tires and breaks etc

Tips and suggestions around looking after the wheels when not using them.  (This is coming from 
someone without much experience with race wheels)



Q2 - What content would you suggest we add to our website?

What content would you suggest we add to our website?

Bulk up the bio’s on you athletes perhaps. The rest of the content is spot on!

A "contact us" email address or something

I like the website as it is. As you get more data from your testing keep publishing it, the 
transparency is great. Race / ride reports from Jared and John?

Can't think of anything in particular. 

Different hub options for wheelsets.



Q3 - How would you rate our Instagram account?



Q4 - How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the answer or 
resolution to your question or concern?  (provided either by Instagram 
messaging or email)



Q5 - How would you rate the value for money of nscarbon wheels?



Q6 - How would you rate the quality of nscarbon wheels?  (whether 
you've ridden them or the way you perceive their quality)



Q7 - How satisfied are you with the options we provide for both 
purchasing wheels and alternatives to purchasing?  (purchasing wheels 
-choice of decals, hubs, rim width, hub compatibility, quick release 
included or excluded, alternatives to purchasing -hiring, testing)



Q8 - Is there any other way we could make it easier for you to try or buy carbon wheels?

Is there any other way we could make it easier for you to try or buy carbon wheels?

No. You offer excellent options

Subscription model

Showcases at big events would be cool

I think what you have is great

Finance options 

No

Not in my personal circumstance. I have never had such good customer communication in terms of 
technical queries, sorting loan wheels (meeting at OUR house on a weekend on the day after their 
baby being born!!!) drop offs and updates of subsequent order. GREAT experience.

N/A

Maybe partner with a few retailers so people can see buy or rent
Also have a stand in big races



Q8 - Is there any other way we could make it easier for you to try or buy carbon wheels?

Is there any other way we could make it easier for you to try or buy carbon wheels?

Maybe like some sort of road show turning up to local events and letting people try them out.

No, just waiting until I have the money to do so!

No

Offer more sponsorship opportunities

Make it available in international markets including the UK and Europe 

Even though you are pushing the affordability my bank balance is the main issue!

Not really. 



Q9 - What wheel design do you like the most?



Q10 - I ride...



Q11 - I ride...



Q12 - My preferred set up is...



Q13 - Which hub you'll be most likely to choose if you were to 
purchase a wheelset from nscarbon?



Q14 - Please choose the factors that are most influential in your 
decision to purchase carbon wheels.



Q15 - We believe, that in the near future, carbon wheels will be 
mainstream, dominating road, gravel and mtb segments.



Q16 - Overall, is nscarbon a brand you can trust? (provides 
transparency, always puts the customer first, cares about the 
community, actively looks for ways to improve the ways to better serve 
customers, good people behind the logo, etc.)



Q17 - On a scale from 0-10, how likely are you to recommend nscarbon 
to a friend or colleague?



Q17 - On a scale from 0-10, how likely are you to recommend nscarbon 
to a friend or colleague?



Q18 - Please share any additional comments or feedback regarding how we could improve

Please share any additional comments or feedback regarding how we could improve

Doing good for 1 year!

Not sure, but I’m keen to give the wheels a crack in the near future!!!

I'm interested to know how many people are actually using your wheels. The marketing is great but 
it's hard to get a gauge on how widely used (and tested) they are. 

I love the mtb wheel that we talked about 

Awesome customer service 

N/A

Great product and great value. A key winner for me is Javier passion, customer service and 
engagement

Getting a new tire on a wheel can be extremely tight fitting. I think this has been addressed early 
but not sure if any changes have been made as i have an original new set

Have you guys thought of investing in a few amateur athletes influencers to promote the brand?
However you guys are nailing it 
success will come with time
You guys are doing the right things



Q18 - Please share any additional comments or feedback regarding how we could improve

Please share any additional comments or feedback regarding how we could improve

Extremely satisfied with the service so far, The only thing would be the delivery time BUT I do 
understand as to why it like this at the moment.

None

Keep pumping out the content. The more exposure the better. 

Thanks for sponsoring tinman triathlon. Was great to see y'all getting involved and providing some 
cool spot prizes!

Keep it up! 

Price and quality should also be compared to lots of the brands coming out in Aussie etc now too

Partnering with selected events to set up a product display / tent or similar. Letting people touch 
and feel the wheels will help convert them more than looking at pics on a website. Have a couple 
of sets on hand for people to try on the spot. 

Not much I can think of. 
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